The house’s new design allows for a
seamless flow between inside and
outside. The patio, with furniture in the
same colors and accents, feels like an
extension of the living room.
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Vintage
Blend

Modern glamour
meets casual elegance
in this contemporary
California beach house.
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“[We] used bright colors in
our accents to give [the house]
some pop and personality.”
Perched by the ocean, this La Jolla,

California, beach house was completely remodeled
into a sleek yet glamorous residence. From the beginning of
the project, Toni Marie Designs worked with architectural firm Bokal
and Sneed and Hill Construction to create a modern space where clean
lines and elaborate patterns blend together seamlessly.
The goals for the remodel were to open up the floor plan, create a
larger and more efficient kitchen, and maximize the focus on the natural
light and views. The side of the house facing the ocean was completely
overhauled. The few small existing windows were replaced with a wall of
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glass, so the main living space feels as
though it flows right to the ocean. Taller
windows and doors were added to bring in
as much natural light as possible. “The
intent was for it to be cleverly stylish,
adventurous and unpredictable,” the
designers say.
The carefully selected color palette was
crucial to the stylistic success of the home.
Most of the large pieces of furniture were

(above) A mix of black-and-white
patterns in the kitchen adds
pizazz and style while
maintaining the color scheme.
(top right) Unexpected accents
define the living room.
(right) Pops of blue tie the
otherwise neutral living space to
the ocean just outside the doors.
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(above) Ornately patterned
hot-pink wallpaper adds
the desired opulence to
this bedroom. The
chandelier and rich,
dominant color give the
room its vintage appeal.
(opposite) The serene
monochromatic bathroom
is given a glamorous finish
with the addition of
metallic touches.
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done in neutral colors. Bolder colors were
brought in through the addition of art, throw
pillows and accessories. Not wanting to distract from the beautiful ocean views, the
designers used a calm color palette and “then
used bright colors in our accents to give it
some pop and personality.”
“The client loves glamour,” the designers
say. The updated kitchen and bathrooms are
simultaneously modern and glamorous. “Our
goal was to give that alluring look while still

keeping it sophisticated. To achieve that, we
gave a bit more glam in those areas yet kept
the main living area neutral and modern
with elements of surprise.”
The uniqueness of this house lies in its
impeccable blending of two potentially contrasting styles. The result is a modern home
with a vintage charm that is comfortable and
practical for family living.

GET THE LOOK
The team at Toni
Marie Designs offers
their tips for recreating
this modern-glam
beach house style.

• It is important to incorporate
the outdoor elements of the
ocean and beach by keeping a
neutral, natural feel. Keep it
modern with a sense of order
and calmness. Add some surprise to personalize it.
• Use clean lines, modern comfort, dramatic fabrics and personal treasures that give it the
finishing touch.

• Start with a clear understanding of how you will be using
your kitchen and bathrooms.
Do you love to cook? Do you
entertain often? Do you spend
time relaxing in the bathroom?
The design needs to be stylish
yet functional with personality.

SEE SOURCES, PAGE 128.
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